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Overview

1.1. Descriptive full-text title
Assessment of human neural progenitor cell migration and differentiation (NPC2-5)

1.2. Abstract
The human developing central nervous system may be more vulnerable to the adverse effects
of chemical agents than the adult brain. At present, due to the knowledge gap concerning
hazard identification for human neurodevelopmental toxicity (DNT), there is an urgent need for
testing and subsequent regulation of chemicals for their potential to interfere with the
developing nervous system. Primary human neural progenitor cells (hNPCs) cultivated as
three-dimensional floating spheres are able to represent several key processes during brain
development. In the neural progenitor cell migration and differentiation assay (NPC2-5),
hNPCs are plated on an extracellular matrix, and migrate and differentiate out of the sphere
core. Thereby the processes radial glia migration, migration of neurons and oligodendrocytes
as well as differentiation into neurons and oligodendrocytes and neurite outgrowth can be
studied. Those DNT-specific endpoints are studied in combination with general cell viability
and cytotoxicity. Cell migration and differentiation are critical processes during brain
development that, if disturbed, lead to alterations in brain development and may cause
cognitive dysfunction. Currently, cortical NPC migration- and differentiation-related processes
are some of the many processes, which are assessed in the OECD TG426 by
neuropathological evaluation of certain brain regions as well as neurobehavioral tests.
According to the readiness criteria as published by Bal-Price et al. (2018), the neural progenitor
cell migration and differentiation assay obtained readiness scores between A and B depending
on the endpoint.
Assay summary:
toxicological target

→ developing brain

test system

→ primary human neural progenitor cells (hNPCs)
from human cortex (GW16-19)

readout(s)

→ migration distance, cell number (all cells)
number of neurons/oligodendrocytes, neurite
length, neurite area, fluorescence intensity

biological process(es)

→ radial glia/neuronal/oligodendrocyte migration,
neuronal/oligodendrocyte differentiation,
neuronal morphology, viability, cytotoxicity

(human) adverse outcome(s)

→ cognitive dysfunction

hazard(s)

→ adverse effect on cell migration and
differentiation

endpoint of current regulatory studies

→ not directly

validation/evaluation

→ readiness analysis: readiness score A and B
(depending on the endpoint), according to
Bal-Price et al. (2018)

2.

General information

2.1. Name of test method
Neural progenitor cell migration and differentiation assay (NPC2-5)
radial glia migration (NPC2a)
neuronal migration (NPC2b)
oligodendrocyte migration (NPC2c)
neuronal differentiation (NPC3)
neuronal morphology (NPC4)
oligodendrocyte differentiation (NPC5)

2.2. Version number and date of deposition
20200317_v1.2

2.3. Summary of introduced changes in comparison to previous version(s)
“original version”

2.4. Assigned data base name
NPC2a_DNT_hNPC_mig_72h_20200317v1.1
NPC2a_DNT_hNPC_mig_120h_20200317v1.1
NPC2b_DNT_hNPC_mig_120h_20200317v1.1
NPC2c_DNT_hNPC_mig_120h_20200317v1.1
NPC3_DNT_hNPC_diff_120h_20200317v1.1
NPC4_DNT_hNPC_diff_120h_20200317v1.1
NPC5_DNT_hNPC_diff_120h_20200317v1.1
ToxCast invitroDB name:
IUF_NPC2a_radial_glia_migration_72hr
IUF_NPC2a_ radial_glia_migration_120hr
IUF_NPC2b_neuronal_migration_120hr
IUF_NPC2c_oligodendrocyte_migration_120hr
IUF_NPC3_neuronal_differentaition_120hr
IUF_NPC4_neurite_length_120hr
IUF_NPC4_neurite_area_120hr
IUF_NPC5_oligodendrocyte_differentiation_120hr

2.5. Name and acronym of the test depositor

IUF – Leibniz Research Institute for Environmental Medicine

2.6. Name and email of contact person
Ellen Fritsche ellen.fritsche@iuf-duesseldorf.de

2.7. Name of further persons involved
Stefan Masjosthusmann stefan.masjosthusmann@iuf-duesseldorf.de
Kristina Bartmann kristina.bartmann@iuf-duesseldorf.de
Katharina Koch katharina.koch@iuf-duesseldorf.de

2.8. Reference to additional files of relevance
none

3.

Description of general features of the test system source

3.1. Supply of source cells
Commercial supplier, Lonza, Verviers, Belgium

3.2. Overview of cell source component(s)
Primary human neural progenitor cells (hNPCs) are provided as cryopreserved 3D
neurospheres from Lonza, Verviers, Belgium. The material originates from the human brain
cortex of different gestational ages (GW16-19). Sex is either specified or determined before
the cells are used.

3.3. Characterization and definition of source cells
1x106 hNPCs per vial are obtained from Lonza (#PT-2599) and expanded. Lonza provides the
cells with a viability of at least 20%. FACS analysis confirmed that proliferating neurospheres
express the cell type-specific CNS neural stem cell and progenitor cell markers nestin, SRYbox 2 (SOX2), and Ki67 (Koch et al., 2022). Moreover, proliferating hNPCs react to growth
factor stimuli (epidermal growth factor (EGF) and recombinant human fibroblast growth factor
(FGF)) with increased proliferation, while simultaneous pharmacological inhibition of the EGF
receptor (PD153035) impaired the proliferation increase. Upon transfer of hNPC neurospheres
on poly D-lysin/laminin matrix and cultivation in the absence of growth factors (EGF and FGF),
the hNPCs differentiate into effector cells expressing markers of neurons (β-III-tubulin),
astrocytes (GFAP), radial glia cells (nestin) and oligodendrocytes (O4) (Baumann et al., 2015;
Schmuck et al., 2017, Koch et al. 2022).

3.4. Acceptance criteria for source cell population
The following acceptability criteria have been tested at the supplier (Lonza) and are
prerequisites for the shipment to customers:
- tested positive for TUBB3 and GFAP after differentiation
- tested free of HIV, HBV and HC
- tested negative both in sterility test and for mycoplasma contamination

-

cell count of 1.2x106 cells/mL
viability of at least 20%

The proliferative capacity of Lonza hNPCs was reported previously (Moors et al., 2009;
Baumann et al., 2015; Klose et al., 2021a).

3.5. Variability and troubleshooting of source cells
The sphere size at day 0 of cell thawing can be different depending on the donor.
In the 3 to 4-week expansion period different donors can show differences in their proliferative
capacity (spheres need longer, 3 instead of 4 weeks, to reach the acceptable min. size of 0.2
– 0.5 µm). After the first mechanical dissociation, there are no observable or measurable interindividual differences.
Critical consumables
The proliferation medium does not contain serum or serum replacement.
The use of epidermal growth factor (EGF) and recombinant human fibroblast growth factor
(FGF) is critical for sphere growth. FGF contains 1% bovine serum albumin and is thus prone
to batch effects.
Critical handling
The thawing medium contains DMSO in a concentration that affects cell health which is why
thawed cells should quickly be diluted in proliferation medium (30 mL of media for one vial of
cells).
It is recommended to add FGF into the proliferation medium directly before thawing.
At the end of week two of the expansion period (see below), the spheres should be transferred
to petri dishes coated with poly-(2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate) (poly-Hema) to prevent cell
attachment.
Attached cells that are not differentiated can be gently detached using a 1000 µL pipet. To
avoid repeated attachment, all cells should be transferred to a new poly-Hema coated petri
dish.
Medium containing FGF should not be stored longer than 1 week at 4°C.
During the first two weeks, the medium should be removed using a 1000 µL pipet to keep the
accidental removal of small spheres to a minimum. In addition, removed medium should be
kept in a new petri dish under culture conditions until the next feeding day, to transfer
accidentally removed spheres back to the culture.
The neurospheres should be well distributed in the petri dish to prevent aggregation. This is
especially important after mechanical dissociations.
It is important to avoid frequent re-opening of the incubators, to ensure constant CO2 and
temperature levels. Furthermore, the smallest vibrations can lead to aggregations of
neurospheres.

3.6. Differentiation towards the final test system

Cells are frozen in liquid nitrogen and have to be cultivated in proliferation medium at 37°C
and 5% CO2 after thawing. The medium contains Dulbecco’s modified Eagle medium and
Hams F12 (2:1) supplemented with 2% B27, 20 ng/mL EGF, 20 ng/mL recombinant human
FGF, 1% penicillin, and streptomycin. The thawing is performed by repeated addition and
removal of proliferation medium to the vial until all cells are transferred to a tissue culture flask
containing proliferation medium. The cells are carefully resuspended and distributed to 10 cm
petri dishes filled with fresh, prewarmed proliferation medium. The cells are fed by replacing
half the medium with new medium every two to three days (Monday, Wednesday, and Friday).
At each feeding day, the culture is checked for impurities (e.g. fibers or other debris). Impurities
and the removed media are transferred to a new petri dish (waste dish). If spheres are
mistakenly sorted out during feeding, they can be rescued and placed back in the original
culture dish. After 3-4 weeks neurospheres reach the acceptable size of 0.2 – 0.5 mm for
passaging by mechanical dissociation. Therefore, neurospheres are mechanically dissociated
into pieces of 0.15 - 0.25 mm edge length (depending on the desired sphere size after
passaging) using a tissue chopper, which then round-off again to uniform sized neurospheres
within 1 day in proliferation medium. By using this method, neurospheres are expanded every
week. Starting at week poly-(2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate) (poly-Hema) coated dishes are
used for the cultivation procedure.

Figure 1 differentiation towards the final test system. hNPC are thawed by repeated addition and removal of
proliferation media. The resuspended cells are distributed to cell culture dishes and cultivated in proliferation media
containing EGF and FGF for three to four weeks with 50% media exchange every two to three days. When the
spheres reach a size of 0.2-0.5 mm they are expanded by mechanical passaging every 7 days.

3.7. Reference/link to maintenance culture protocol
See SOP in DB-ALM format (Appendix J in Masjosthusmann et al. 2020). Detailed protocols
are also available as publications (Baumann et al. 2014; Nimtz et al. 2019) or upon request
(ellen.fritsche@iuf-duesseldorf.de).

4.

Definition of the test system as used in the method

4.1. Principles of the culture protocol
After the cell expansion period, the cells are cultured for up to four weeks in which they are
passaged every week as described in 3.6. Between one to three days after passaging spheres
at a size of 0.3 mm are used in the assay.

For the assessment of neural progenitor cell migration and differentiation, the spheres are
plated on poly-D-lysine/laminin coated 96-well flat bottom plates in differentiation medium (N2)
to initiate migration and differentiation. Therefore, one sphere of 0.3 mm diameter is plated in
the middle of a well. The differentiation medium consists of DMEM and Ham’s F12 at a ratio
of 2 to 1 supplemented with 1% N2 and 1% penicillin and streptomycin. Within 5 days NPCs
radially migrate out of the sphere core and differentiate into radial glia cells (nestin positive),
neurons (β-III-tubulin positive), oligodendrocytes (O4 positive) and astrocytes (GFAP positive).
Cultivation during the test method is performed at 37°C and 5% CO2 at a pH of 7.2-7.6.

4.2. Acceptance criteria for assessing the test system at its start
The spheres need to be rounded and have a size of 0.25 – 0.35 mm to be used in the test
method.
Additionally, the basic neurospheres culture is checked for mycoplasma contamination every
three month and controlled for fungal and bacterial contamination by visual inspection at each
feeding and plating day.

4.3. Acceptance criteria for the test system at the end of compound exposure
As described in 4.1 the cells radially migrate out of the sphere core and differentiate into the
effector cells. For this process the following acceptance criteria are defined for the solvent
control (SC; median of at least two replicates):
Radial glia migration 72h:
Radial glia migration 120h:
Cell number:
Percentage of neurons
Percentage of Oligodendrocytes

700 – 1500 µm
700 – 1600 µm
2500 – 6000
≥ 1.5 %
≥ 1.5 %

4.4. Variability of the test system and troubleshooting
Sources of Variation:
Selection of spheres: Depending on the researcher and the availability of spheres, the size of
selected spheres can differ.
Primary hNPCs are a complex multicellular system with a self-organized sphere composition
as well as migration and differentiation. Due to the complex multicellular and self-organizing
nature, the test system is subject to some heterogenicity which is represented as biological
variability of some of the measured endpoints.
The variability for the different endpoints is shown in 8.4 “Test Performance”.

4.5. Metabolic capacity of the test system
Primary hNPCs under proliferating and differentiating conditions do not express CYP1A1 and
CYP1B1 (Gassmann et al., 2010).

Primary hNPCs during differentiation, have the capacity to up-regulate glutathione-dependent
protective strategies upon reactive oxygen species (ROS) exposure (Masjosthusmann et al,
2019).
Gene expression levels of genes involved in the antioxidative defense (glutathione peroxidase
1 (GPX1), superoxide dismutase 1 (SOD1), catalase (CAT)) were comparable between the in
vitro system and developing human brains in vivo and show similar expression levels
(Masjosthusmann et al., 2019).
Other metabolic pathways are not characterized.

4.6. Omics characterization of the test system
Proliferating, three day differentiated, and five day differentiated hNPCs were analyzed for
changes in their transcriptomic profile. Several key neurodevelopmental processes (migration,
neuronal differentiation, glial differentiation) and genes regulating these processes (Bone
morphogenetic protein (BMP), Notch and EGF signaling) were identified and characterized on
a functional level (Masjosthusmann et al., 2018).

4.7. Features of the test system that reflect the in vivo tissue
hNPCs reflect the following in vivo tissue features:
In differentiation culture:
NPC2a – radial glia cell migration → corresponding to radial glia cell migration during
corticogenesis in vivo.
The migrated hNPCs exhibit the characteristic elongated RG-like morphology and express the
RG-markers nestin and GFAP as well as the proliferation marker Ki-67 (Koch et al., 2022). In
accordance with in vivo studies, exposure to EGF (0.5-1 ng/mL) after neurosphere plating
enhances hNPC migration compared to the solvent control (Koch et al., 2022). As a second
human-relevant key regulator of migration, hNPCs respond to SRC-family kinase inhibition
(PP2) with reduced migration (Moors et al., 2007; Koch et al., 2022). The migration speed of
hNPCs in vitro is in the same range as migrating mouse granule cells in vivo (Baumann et al.,
2016, Fahrion et al., 2012).
NPC2b – migration of young cortical neurons on a radial glia scaffolds → corresponding to
cortical neuronal radial migration.
NPC2c – oligodendrocyte migration → corresponding to oligodendrocyte migration during
corticogenesis.
NPC3 – fetal neuronal differentiation into young neurons → corresponding to cortical
neurogenesis in vivo.
Over the time course of differentiation, neurons expressing β(III)tubulin progressively appear
in the migration zone representing approximately 20% of the mixed culture after 5 days. In line
with observations in vivo, inhibition of the Notch signaling pathway during hNPC differentiation
increases neuronal numbers compared to the solvent control (Koch et al., 2022). Moreover,
narciclasine, an activator of RhoA, reduces neuronal differentiation of hNPCs cultured for 5
days in a concentration-dependent manner (Masjosthusmann et al., 2020). Likewise, RhoA

inactivation stimulated axon regeneration and recovery of hindlimb function after spinal cord
injury in mice (Dergham et al., 2002).
NPC4 – neurite length, neurite area of young primary fetal neurons → corresponding to
axon/dendrite formation in vivo.
During the 5 days of hNPC differentiation, neurite maturation is characterized by an elongation
of neurites and an increase in neurite area (Koch et al., 2022). Increase in RhoA activity caused
morphological alterations in rat cortical neurons in vivo (Chen et al., 2018). In line with that,
RhoA activator narciclasine reduced both neurite area and neurite length (Masjosthusmann et
al., 2020).
NPC5 – oligodendrocyte formation from fetal hNPCs → corresponding to oligodendrogenesis
during the fetal phase of brain development.
Differentiation of hNPCs over 5 days progressively generates cells expressing the
oligodendrocyte-marker O4, which exhibit the typical oligodendrocyte morphology with multiple
branched processes necessary to ensheath neuronal axons (Moors et al., 2009; Koch et al.,
2022). Differentiation of hNPCs in presence of the Notch inhibitor DAPT concentrationdependently decreases the percentage of O4-positive cells compared to the solvent control
(Koch et al., 2022). Moreover, oligodendrocyte differentiation is negatively influenced by bone
morphogenic protein (BMP) 7 (Baumann et al., 2015) and BMP2 (Masjosthusmann et al.,
2018), proteins of the transforming growth factor β family. These data demonstrate that two
major developmental pathways, i.e. Notch and BMP, are functional in hNPCs.
Primary hNPCs are self-organized and produce auto- and paracrine cues like HB-EGF and
neuregulins that guide migration and differentiation. Moreover, they express extracellular
matrix (ECM) proteins like laminin subunits, fibronectin and collagens (microarray data from
Klose et al. 2021). Hence, effects concerning the ECM like adhesion defects can be assessed
with this assay (Barenys et al. 2017). Various signaling cues that guide migration and
differentiation processes of the neurosphere assay are summarized in Koch et al., 2022.

4.8. Commercial and intellectual property rights aspects of cells
For the source cells, Lonza holds donor consent and legal authorization that provides
permission for all research use.

4.9. Reference/link to the culture protocol
See SOP in DB-ALM format (Appendix J in Masjosthusmann et al. 2020). Detailed protocols
are also available as publications (Baumann et al. 2014; Nimtz et al. 2019) or upon request
(ellen.fritsche@iuf-duesseldorf.de).

5.

Test method exposure scheme and endpoints

5.1. Exposure scheme for toxicity testing

Figure 2 Exposure scheme. Spheres are plated in PDL/Laminin-coated 96 well F-bottom plates in differentiation
medium and exposed to increasing compound concentrations over a cultivation time of 120 h. Half of the medium
is replaced after 72h of cultivation.

hNPCs of 0.3 µm diameter are plated as described in 4.1. Cells are plated according to the
plating scheme in Figure 5 in the already prepared test conditions. Exposure starts at day 0 of
differentiation and is continued over five days of differentiation until the experiment is
terminated. Cells are fed with fresh medium on day 3 of differentiation (Figure 2). Therefore,
half of the test condition solution (e.g. solvent control or compound dilution) is replaced by
freshly prepared test condition solution.

5.2. Endpoint(s) of the test method

Figure 3 Endpoint assessment. Migration distance and cytotoxicity is determined after 72 h. The assay is
terminated by the assessment of cell viability and cytotoxicity as well as cell fixation after 120 h.
Immunocytochemistry is performed to assess Hoechst positive nuclei, β(III)-tubulin-positive neurons and O4positive oligodendrocytes. On the ICC images, migration after 120 h, neuronal and oligodendrocyte number,
neuronal morphology and neuron/oligodendrocyte specific migration is assessed

Primary DNT specific endpoints of the test method are:
1 . radial glia migration 72 h (NPC2a)
2 . radial glia migration 120h (NPC2a)
3 . neuronal migration 120 h (NPC2b)
4 . oligodendrocytes migration 120h (NPC2c)

5.
6.
7.
8.

neuronal differentiation 120 h (NPC3)
neurite length 120 h (NPC4)
neurite area 120 h (NPC4)
oligodendrocyte differentiation 120h (NPC5)

Secondary endpoints are:
1 . cell number 120 h
used for normalization of neuronal and oligodendrocyte differentiation
2 . cytotoxicity 72 h
3 . cytotoxicity 120 h
4 . viability 120 h
All endpoints are generated from the same experimental run and from each well/sphere
in the 96 well plate.

5.3. Overview of analytical method(s) to assess test endpoint(s)
Primary endpoints:
1 . Radial glia migration 72 h is assessed as migration distance in µm from the edge of the
sphere core to the edge of the migration area based on brightfield images of each well
(Figure 3). Therefore, each plate is scanned after 72 h in culture in an automated high
content imaging device. Images are exported and the sphere size in four directions is
measured manually using ImageJ.
All other primary endpoints are assessed based on an immunocytochemical staining (ICC)
image for each sphere. Therefore, cells are fixated after 120 h in culture and an ICC staining
with Hoechst for nuclei, β(III)-tubulin for neurons and O4 for oligodendrocytes is performed.
The plates are scanned using an automated high content imaging device and all nuclei and
their positions are determined automatically based on their intensity and size. Images are
imported to the Omnisphero software (https://omnisphero.com) to run the image analysis that
measures the following endpoints.
2 . Radial glia migration 120h is assessed as the migration distance in µm between the
sphere core and the edge of the migration area based on ICC images of Hoechstpositive nuclei. By identification of each nuclei’s position in relation to the sphere core,
the migration distance can be calculated. Therefore, a density distribution mask is
calculated. By scanning the images of the nuclei channel, the algorithm can determine
relatively more or less dense image areas. By identifying the densest area in the image,
the sphere core can be detected. For identification of the migration, it is assumed, that
the nuclei density decreases with increasing distance to the sphere core. Once the
density hits a pre-defined threshold, the outer boundaries are determined and the
sphere itself can be mapped out in a polynomial bounding box. Derived from this box,
the actual size and migration distance can be calculated for each well.
3 . Neuronal migration 120 h is the mean distance of all neurons from the edge of the
sphere core in relation to the radial glia migration and is determined based on the
position of each neuron (see neuronal differentiation).

4 . Oligodendrocyte migration 120 h is the mean distance of all oligodendrocytes from the
edge of the sphere core in relation to the radial glia migration and is determined based
on the position of each oligodendrocytes (see oligodendrocyte differentiation).
5 . Neuronal differentiation is defined as the number of all β(III)-tubulin-positive cells in
percent of the cell number (Hoechst-positive cells) in the migration area after 120 h of
differentiation. The identification of neurons is done automatically using a convolutional
neural network (CNN). Training of the CNN was done based on manually annotated
experiments (Förster et al., 2021).
6 . Neurite length 120 h is the mean length in µm of all neurons (see neuronal
differentiation) that are identified by the skeletonization algorithm in Omnisphero
(https://omnisphero.com).
7 . Neurite area 120 h is the mean area in pixel (without nuclei) of all neurons (see
neuronal differentiation) that are identified by the skeletonization algorithm in
Omnisphero (https://omnisphero.com).
8 . Oligodendrocyte differentiation 120 h is defined as the number of all O4-positive cells
in percent of the cell number (Hoechst-positive cells) within the migration area after 120
h of differentiation. The identification of oligodendrocytes is done automatically using a
convolutional neural network (CNN). Training of the CNN was done based on manually
annotated experiments (Förster et al., 2021).

Secondary endpoints:
1 . Cell number is the number of all Hoechst-positive nuclei detected within the area
between the sphere core and the outer boundaries of the migration area (see radial
glia migration 120 h).
2 . Cytotoxicity 72/120 h is assessed as membrane integrity by measuring the amount of
LDH leaked from cells with damaged plasma membranes. LDH-dependent reduction
of resazurin to resorufin is measured in the supernatant of each well as fluorescence
of the reaction product resorufin (relative fluorescence unit) in a multiplate reader after
72/120 h of differentiation and compound treatment.
3 . Viability 120 h is assessed as mitochondrial activity by measuring the amount of
resazurin reduced to fluorescent resorufin (relative fluorescence unit) in a multiplate
reader in the last two hours of the 120 h differentiation and compound treatment period.

5.4. Technical details (of e.g. endpoint measurements)
All technical details for the test method are available in the SOP in DB-ALM format (Appendix
J in Masjosthusmann et al. 2020). Detailed protocols are also available as publications
(Baumann et al. 2014; Nimtz et al. 2019) or upon request (ellen.fritsche@iuf-duesseldorf.de).

5.5. Endpoint-specific controls/mechanistic control compounds (MCC)

Primary Endpoints:
All endpoint-specific controls are run on each experimental day and for each human individual
and passage number (Figure 4). One control plate corresponds to all experiment plates (max.
10) prepared on the specific day.

1. Radial glia migration 72 h: The endpoint-specific control for radial glia migration after
72 h is the SRC kinase inhibitor PP2. SRC family kinases represent one pathway that
regulates radial gilia migration of differentiating hNPCs (Moors et al., 2007). Inhibition
of this pathway with PP2 (10 µM) causes a reduction of radial glia cell migration to
values between 0 and 60 % of the solvent control.
2. Neuronal differentiation: The endpoint specific control for neuronal differentiation is
EGF. EGF is a growth factor that stimulates radial glia proliferation and migration and
inhibits neuronal differentiation (Ayuso-Sacido et al., 2010; Jenny Baumann et al.,
2016). 20 ng/mL EGF reduces neuronal differentiation to values between 0 and 50%
of the solvent control.
3. Oligodendrocyte differentiation: The endpoint specific control for oligodendrocyte
differentiation is BMP7. BMP7 promotes the BMP signaling cascade which upregulates
astroglia differentiation and maturation and inhibits oligodendrocyte formation (Jenny
Baumann et al., 2016; Gross et al., 1996; Mabie et al., 1997). 100 ng/mL BMP7 reduces
oligodendrocyte differentiation to values between 0 and 60 % of the SC.

Figure 4 Plating scheme of control plate. The control plate is prepared for each experimental run with each
control for one individual or passage if different individuals or passages where used in the experimental run.

Secondary Endpoints:
0.2 % Triton X-100 is used as a positive control for cell viability and cytotoxicity since it lyses
the cell and therefore causes a maximal response for both endpoints. This positive control is
run on each experimental plate (Figure 4).

5.6. Positive controls
The NPC2-5 hNPC migration and differentiation assay correctly identified the following
compounds that are known to cause DNT in humans or in vivo (Masjosthusmann et al., 2020):
Methylmercury(II) chloride
Cadmium chloride
Hexachlorophene
2,2',4,4'-Tetrabromodiphenyl ether
Dexamethasone
Manganese(II) chloride
Chlorpromazine hydrochloride
Haloperidol
Paraquat dichloride hydrate
Trichlorfon
Deltamethrin
Sodium valproate
Tebuconazole
Tributyltin chloride
Potassium perfluorooctanesulfonate

5.7. Negative and unspecific controls
The solvent control (SC) is used as negative control that is run on each experimental plate.
Each SC has to be established by comparing the effect of the SC to the effect of the media
control. Established solvent controls show the same response as the media control.
The SC is used to assess if the acceptability criteria for radial glia migration, neuronal and
oligodendrocyte differentiation are met and to normalize the compound treatment and the
positive control response.
Established solvent controls are:
DMSO: 0.1 % v/v
DPBS: 2 % v/v
dsH2O: 2 % v/v
MeOH: 0.1% v/v
Other negative control compounds that were identified as negative in this assay and are known
to not affect neurodevelopmental endpoints in vivo include (Masjosthusmann et al., 2020:
Acetaminophen
Amoxicillin
Aspirin
Buspirone
Chlorpheniramine maleate
D-Glucitol
Diethylene glycol
D-Mannitol
Doxylamine succinate
Famotidine
Ibuprofen

Metformin
Metoprolol
Penicillin VK
Saccharin
Sodium benzoate
Warfarin

5.8. Features relevant for cytotoxicity testing
Differentiating hNPCs are a multicellular system consisting of radial glia, neurons (1.5-16 %),
oligodendrocytes (1.5-11%) and astrocytes within the migration area. The measurement of
cytotoxicity and viability therefore always represents all cells within the migration area.
Because of the higher percentage of GFAP-positive radial glia and astrocytes, these two cell
types are overrepresented in the assessment of cytotoxicity and viability.
The measure of cell viability assessed by the Alamar blue assay (mitochondrial reductase
activity) strongly depends on the number of cells in the migration area. Therefore, a reduction
in cell number either due to a reduced migration distance or a lower cell number in the migration
area will lead to a reduction in the Alamar blue signal despite the cell viability is not necessarily
affected (Figure 3 in Nimtz et al. 2019). Therefore, as soon as the migration distance or cell
number in the migration area are reduced, the Alamar blue (viability) assay is not used as a
measure for viability, but the cytotoxicity assay (based on LDH release) is taken as a reference
for the specific DNT endpoints to determine if the effect is specific or not.

5.9. Acceptance criteria for the test method
General acceptance criteria:
1. At least two replicate values need to be present for each condition to be accepted for
the data analysis.
2. At least five conditions need to be present for the experiment to be accepted in the data
analysis for concentration response modeling.
Endpoint dependent acceptance criteria:
The acceptance criteria described below is the MEAN response of at least two replicates of
the SC:
−
−
−
−
−

radial glia migration 72 h:
radial glia migration 120h:
neuronal differentiation:
oligodendrocyte differentiation:
cell number:

700 – 1500 µm
700 – 1600 µm
≥1.5 % neurons
≥1.5 % oligodendrocytes
2500 – 6000

The acceptance criteria described below is the response for each replicate and is applied to
all conditions:
1 . neuronal migration: ≥ 5 neurons
2 . oligodendrocyte migration ≥ 5 oligodendrocytes

General acceptance criteria:
1. At least two replicate values need to be present for each condition to be accepted for
the data analysis.
2. At least five conditions and the solvent control need to be present for the experiment
to be accepted in the data analysis for concentration response modeling.

5.10. Throughput estimate
The methods described here are set up in a 96-well plate format with automated image
acquisition, analysis, and data evaluation. Pipetting steps such as coating of 96-well plates,
compound dilutions, feeding, cell viability and cytotoxicity assay can be automated using a
liquid handling system.
In the fully automated setup, 10 plates with 8 conditions (Figure 5) and 4-5 replicates per
condition can be run in one week by two technical assistance. This results in the generation of
400 data points for each endpoint within one week (excluding all controls). The throughput is
therefore estimated as medium.

6.

Handling details of the test method

6.1. Preparation/addition of test compounds
The method is set up for 8 test conditions including 7 compound concentrations and one SC.
The test conditions are prepared in a serial dilution from the stock solution (Figure 5).
Stock solutions are prepared by diluting the compound in the solvent (e.g. DMSO) in a
concentration that allows the preparation of the highest test concentration without exceeding
the highest acceptable solvent concentration (see 5.7). For DMSO the highest acceptable
solvent concentration is 0.1% which means that the stock concentration needs to be at least
1000x higher than the highest test concentration.
Stock solutions in non-sterile solvents (e.g. water or PBS) have to be sterile filtrated using a
sterile syringe filter (Ø 0.2 µm). Adsorption to the filter needs to be considered.

Stock solutions are aliquoted and stored at -20°C. A stock solution is not thawed more than
three times.
For the preparation of the test condition the stock solution is diluted to the highest test
concentration (default 1:1000) in differentiation medium. All following dilutions are prepared by
serial dilutions of the highest concentration in differentiation medium containing solvent (in the
concentration of the highest test concentration). The default serial dilution is 1:3 which covers
a concentration range from e.g. 20 µM to 27 nM (729-fold). Depending on the desired
concentration range, the dilution can be changed to 1:2, 1:5, 1:10 or other.
The SC is prepared by adding the solvent to differentiation media in the same concentration
as the highest test concentration.

100 µL of the compound dilutions and the SC are added to a 96-well plate (Figure 5).
The serial dilution can also be prepared directly in the 96 well plates.
hNPCs are added to each well after a 15 to 30 min equilibration period at 37°C and 5 % CO2.
To subtract the background fluorescence of the phenol red-containing medium, 5 wells with
medium only (Background, Figure 5) are prepared for the mitochondrial activity and cytotoxicity
assay.

Figure 5 Plating Scheme. The solvent control depends on the solvent of the compound that is tested. 7 compound
concentrations are plated in a serial dilution from lowest (left) to highest (right) concentration. Lysis control and
background control (5 replicates for each timepoint; 72 and 120 h) are used for the viability and cytotoxicity assays.

6.2. Day-to-day documentation of test execution
Documentation for each experiment including meta data and the experimental data that is
collected in the Automated Experimental Evaluation or AXES sheet.
Meta data such as plating date, experimenter, NPC individual, NPC passage, compound,
compound concentrations and a plate map are reported in these sheets. Depending on the
endpoint, the experimental data is collected during or at the end of the experiment. Each raw
data point (including all outliers) is collected in the AXES sheet. All deviations from the standard
procedure are documented in a comment section of the AXES sheet.

6.3. Practical phase of test compound exposure
The practical phase of the test compound exposure follows the description in the SOP in DBALM format (Appendix J in Masjosthusmann et al. 2020) or upon request (ellen.fritsche@iufduesseldorf.de). Deviation from the SOP are documented in the comment section of the AXES
sheet.
Errors (e.g. pipetting in wrong well or wrong volume pipetted) are also documented in the
comment section of the AXES sheets. Data points of the affected well are marked in the AXES
sheet and excluded from the analysis.

6.4. Concentration settings
Starting concentrations and concentration ranges are defined based on the following factors:
-

toxicological relevance of the compound (i.e. internal human exposures, effects at
lowest concentrations)
solubility of the compound
highest useable solvent concentration

These factors are determined based on available information (databases/literature) or
experimentally (e.g. solubility test).

6.5. Uncertainties and troubleshooting
Problematic compounds:
- Volatile compounds
- High lipophilicity (high KOW)
- Low solubility in established solvents
- Fluorescent compounds (possible interfere with viability and cytotoxicity assay)
Critical handling steps:
- The poly-D-lysine/laminin coating as well as the plate format and plate type are critical
for cell migration and differentiation. Coated plates should be stored at 4°C for no longer
than 7 days. If different plate types are used, the test system and test method need to
be re-established.
- Outer wells have to be filled with H2O because of edge effects.
- Automating the pipetting steps using a liquid handling system for coating, preparation
of the plates, feeding of the plate, viability and cytotoxicity assay reduces the variability
and the user bias.
Sources of variation:
- Pipetting steps: Each pipetting step is a source of variation. Especially in the viability
and cytotoxicity assay where the volume pipetted determines the final readout.
- Immunocytochemical staining: The staining consists of multiple washing steps. As
pipetting errors add up in each washing step, there is variation in the dilution of blocking
solution and antibodies.
- NPC differentiation: The biological variation between the differentiation of different NPC
spheres cannot be controlled and can lead to variations in the endpoints neuronal and
oligodendrocyte differentiation.
Known Pitfalls:
- Spill over from the lysis control wells to other wells can happen and needs to be
controlled by the operator. It is important to completely empty the 3-day lysis control
wells after they have been used and fill them with water, to avoid spill over during the
last 2 days of the experiment.
- Multiple washing steps in the ICC staining lead to added pipetting errors and may cause
differences in the volume in each well. Here the operator needs to control that the
spheres are always covered by PBS. Differences between the wells can be corrected
by the operator.

6.6. Detailed protocol (SOP)
See SOP in DB-ALM format (Appendix J in Masjosthusmann et al. 2020). Detailed protocols
are also available as publications (Baumann et al. 2014; Nimtz et al. 2019) or upon request
(ellen.fritsche@iuf-duesseldorf.de).

6.7. Special instrumentation
-

Incubator for cell culture
Tissue chopper
Multiplate reader for fluorescence measurement
High content imaging device for automated fluorescence microscopy
Liquid handling system (necessary to achieve the throughput described above)

6.8. Possible variations
Other endpoints:
- Measurement of BMP2 dependent astrocyte maturation (Masjosthusmann et al., 2018)
- Distribution of the neuronal density within the migration area (Schmuck et al., 2017)
- Oligodendrocyte maturation (Katharina Dach et al., 2017)
- Migration pattern (Barenys et al., 2016)
Other exposure schemes:
- 24 h migration (Jenny Baumann et al., 2016)
- 72 h neuronal differentiation (Jenny Baumann et al., 2016)

6.9. Cross-reference to related test methods
No related test methods

7.

Data management

7.1. Raw data format
The raw data format is different depending on the endpoints.
For all endpoints assessed in a multiplate reader (viability and cytotoxicity), the raw data format
are excel files containing values (one for each endpoint, timepoint and well) measured as
relative fluorescence units. These values are transferred from the original excel file into the
AXES sheet. The original excel output files are saved for traceability of the data.
The radial glia migration after 72 h, which is measured manual in ImageJ, is directly copied
into the AXES sheet as values in µm. Original brightfield images are archived for 10 years.

All other raw data is computed from the ICC images in the Omnisphero software and is
exported and saved as one csv file. From there the values are again transferred to the AXES
sheets. The following data is exported from Omnisphero:
- number of all cells in the migration area (cell number)
- number of all neurons in the migration area
- number of all oligodendrocytes in the migration area
- radial glia migration (µm)
- mean neuronal migration (µm)
- mean oligodendrocyte migration (µm)
- neurite length (µm or pixel)
- neurite area (pixel)
All original ICC images are archived for 10 years.

7.2. Outliers
Mathematical procedures to define outliers are not applied. Data points from wells where
technical problems are known or obvious are excluded from the analysis.
Possible technical problems:
- pipetting errors
- spillover from lysis
- washed-off sphere without indication of cytotoxicity or reduction in cell viability
- wrong or no identification of migration area and sphere core
- problems in ICC staining
o cells dried out
o wrong illumination
o blurry pictures
All outliers are marked in the AXES sheet.

7.3. Raw data processing to summary data
If not otherwise stated, all data processing steps are performed in an R based evaluation tool
that was designed for data processing, curve fitting and point of departure evaluation of in vitro
concentration response toxicity data.
Data processing describes all processing steps of raw data that are necessary to obtain the
final response values including the normalization, curve fitting and benchmark concentration
calculation.
Processing (or pre-processing) steps depend on the endpoint and are described below:
radial glia migration 72 h: The mean of four replicate measures of each sphere. The mean
of four measures per well is used as raw data input and is not calculated in the R based
evaluation tool.
radial glia migration 120 h: no pre-processing.
cell number 120 h: no pre-processing.

neuronal differentiation: the number of all neurons is divided by the number of all cells (in
the migration area).
𝑛𝑒𝑢𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 [%] =

# 𝑛𝑒𝑢𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑠
∗ 100 %
# 𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑠

neuronal migration 120 h: mean neuronal migration (in the migration area) divided by radial
glia migration 120 h.
𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 𝑚𝑖𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑛𝑒𝑢𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑠 [µ𝑚]
𝑚𝑖𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑛𝑒𝑢𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑠 [%] =
∗ 100 %
𝑚𝑖𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑔𝑙𝑖𝑎 120 ℎ [µ𝑚]
oligodendrocyte differentiation: number of all oligodendrocyte is divided by the number of
all cells (in the migration area).
# 𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑔𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑦𝑡𝑒𝑠
𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑔𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑦𝑡𝑒 𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 [%] =
∗ 100 %
# 𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑠
oligodendrocyte migration 120 h: mean oligodendrocyte migration (in the migration area)
divided by the radial glia migration 120 h.
𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 𝑚𝑖𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑔𝑜. [µ𝑚]
𝑚𝑖𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑔𝑜. [%] =
∗ 100 %
𝑚𝑖𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑔𝑙𝑖𝑎 120 ℎ [µ𝑚]
Viability: subtraction of mean background from each response value.
𝐵𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑒 [𝑅𝐹𝑈] = 𝑟𝑎𝑤 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑒 [𝑅𝐹𝑈] − 𝐵𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 [𝑅𝐹𝑈]
where RFU is a relative fluorescent unit of the plate reader output

Cytotoxicity: no pre-processing
Neurite Area: no pre-processing
Neurite length: no pre-processing

7.4. Curve fitting
The data is normalized to the SC and re-normalized to the starting point of the curve.
For the normalization to the SC each replicate data point is normalized to the median of the
SC in the respective experiment.
For the cytotoxicity assays the following normalization is used instead of the normalization to
the SC. Here again each response value is normalized using the median of the lysis control
and the median of the solvent control.
normalized response =

lysis control − response
lysis control − solvent control

The R package drc is used to calculate the optimal fit for each experiment. For calculations of
curve fits and BMCs, the data from independent experiments is pooled (median of all replicate

values for one concentration). Several non-linear models are run with the concentration
response data of each endpoint and the Akaike´s information criteria is used to determine the
best fit.
For re-normalization of the data, the response value of the curves starting point is determined
and used to re-normalize all response values. Therefore, each mean response value is divided
by the starting point of the curve and multiplied with 100. For the re-normalized response
values the curve fitting is repeated to produce the final concentration response curve.
For deriving a reference point (RP) or point of departure (Pod) the Benchmark Concentration
(BMC) approach, as recommended by the EFSA Scientific Committee (Hardy et al., 2017), is
applied. The BMC approach makes use of all data points that define the fitted concentration
response curve. Thereby, the BMC is defined as the concentration that is associated with a
specific change in response, the Benchmark Response (BMR). The BMR is a value of effect
size and should be defined as an effect size that is higher than the general variability of the
measured endpoint. The BMR is therefore determined based on the variability of the respective
endpoint.
BMR for NPC2-5:
Primary DNT specific endpoints of the test method are:
radial glia migration 72 h (NPC2a)
radial glia migration 120h (NPC2a)
neuronal migration 120 h (NPC2b)
oligodendrocyte migration 120h (NPC2c)
neuronal differentiation 120 h (NPC3)
neurite length 120 h (NPC4)
neurite area 120 h (NPC4)
oligodendrocyte differentiation 120h (NPC5)

BMR10
BMR10
BMR30
BMR30
BMR30
BMR30
BMR30
BMR30

Secondary endpoints are:
cell number 120 h
cytotoxicity 72 h
cytotoxicity 120 h
viability 120 h

BMR30
BMR10
BMR10
BMR30

Based on the BMR and the concentration response curve, the evaluation tool calculates the
BMC, as well as upper and lower confidence limits (BMCU and BMCL respectively) based on
the predict function in the R package drc. The predict function calculates the prediction bands
around the concentration response curve based on the deviation between independent
experiments and gives an estimation of the area that is expected to enclose 95% of future data
points. The BMCL is thereby defined as the intersection of the lower band and the BMR while
the BMCU is defined as the intersection of the upper band and the BMR. The confidence
intervals are used to access the uncertainty of the BMC. If the BMCU is 1.5 times above the
test range, the original BMCU is replaced by 1.5x the highest tested concentration.

7.5. Internal data storage

All raw data is stored on a server with a daily server back up for at least 10 years.

7.6. Metadata
All metadata is collected in the AXES sheet (see 6.2) together with all raw data.
The metadata gives information on:
The experiment:
• start and end date of the experiment
• experimenter
The cell source:
• human individual
• cells thawing date
• passage of cells
• date of cell passaging
The compound:
• compound identity
• stock concentration
• all dilution steps
• solvent and solvent concentration
The controls:
• control identity
• preparation of controls

7.7. Metadata file format
All metadata is collected in an Excel format.

8.

Prediction model and toxicological application

8.1. Scientific principle, test purpose and relevance
Primary hNPCs are isolated from the fetal brain and can be used to model neurodevelopmental
processes like migration of radial glia, neurons and oligodendrocytes, neurite outgrowth and
differentiation into neurons and oligodendrocytes within this test method.
The test system therefore measures adverse events in the young (fetal) developing brain.
Thereby, the biological processes that are modeled are:
1. radial glia cell migration (NPC2a)
2. migration of young cortical neurons (NPC2b)
3. oligodendrocyte migration (NPC2c)
4. fetal neuronal differentiation into young neurons (NPC3)
5. neurite outgrowth of young primary fetal neurons (NPC4)
6. oligodendrocyte formation of fetal NPC (NPC5)
The toxicological events that are modeled include events that impact the above-mentioned
biological processes in any direction (increase or decrease). Thereby, neurodevelopmental
processes represented by the NPC2-NPC5 assay are guided by a variety of pathways known
to contribute to the respective processes in vivo as assessed by hNPC exposure to in vivo
relevant signaling pathway modulators (summarized in Table13, Masjosthusmann et al. 2020;
Koch et al., 2022). All the endpoints can be assessed in a high content format within one

experiment due to the multi-cellularity and high developmental dynamic of the neurospheres.
In addition, the strength of the system is that it allows KE-based assessment of human
neurodevelopment without the need to perform species extrapolation. Moreover, the selforganized mixed culture system contains cell-cell interactions e.g. via gap junction channels
as cells die when cell-cell communication is blocked by gap junction blockers (unpublished
observations). Hence, the system is superior to just plated single-cell 2D systems, since due
to its nature it mimics a multitude of neurodevelopmental processes. One limitation of the
hNPC model is the restricted timing. These endpoints represent early processes of
neurodevelopment during the fetal period. Neurons stay immature hence later processes like
synaptogenesis cannot be studied. Moreover, correct positioning, like one can study in vivo
with cortical layering, cannot be studied here, since the assay mimics cortical radial glia and
neuronal migration but does not cortical layer formation.
The test method predicts the hazard to induce developmental neurotoxicity in the form of
neurophysiological, functional and behavioral changes in the developing nervous system.

8.2. Prediction model
Two prediction models (PM) are applied for the NPC2-5 assay. One PM for a downregulation
(PM downregulation) and one PM for an upregulation (PM upregulation) in cell differentiation
and migration.
PM down regulation
The PM is based on a hit definition followed by comparison of the confidence intervals (CI) for
the BMC of the DNT-specific endpoint (BMCs) and the unspecific endpoint
(cytotoxicity/viability; BMCus).
Thereby the following four hit classifications apply:
“no hit”

The compound is not defined as hit.

“specific hit”:

The compound is defined as hit and the CI’s do not overlap, meaning
that the upper confidence limit of the specific endpoint (BMCUs) is
lower than the lower confidence limit of the unspecific endpoint
(BMCLus).

“borderline hit”:

The compound is defined as hit and the CI of the specific endpoint
overlaps by less than or equal to 10% with the CI of the unspecific
endpoint.

“unspecific hit”

The compound is defined as hit and the CI of the specific endpoint
overlaps by more than 10% with the CI of the unspecific endpoints.

The compound is classified as a hit, if the concentration response curve generates a BMC and
if the CI is within the test range. In case the CI spans above the test range, the compound is
only classified as hit, if the highest test concentration is significantly different from the lowest
test concentration. The adjusted significance (p<0.05) is thereby determined using a Tukey
HSD test.
The decision process for the prediction model is described in the flow chart in Figure 6.

Figure 6: Decision tree for the PM for downregulation applied for test method NPC2-5. Overview of the decisions
leading to the classification of a compound in one of four categories: “no hit”, “specific hit”, “borderline hit” and
“unspecific hit”.

Specific consideration for the prediction model:
In case no confidence limits are available for the unspecific endpoint because the BMR is not
reached, the BMCLus is assumed to be the highest tested concentration. If the CI of the
specific endpoint additional spans above the test range for a compound identified as “hit” based
on statistical significance, expert judgement is applied to define, if the “hit” is specific or
unspecific. Therefore, all datapoints of the unspecific and specific endpoint of the highest test
concentration are compared. If these data points do not overlap, the compound is classified as
“specific hit”, otherwise as “unspecific hit”.
In general, BMCs based on the same BMR are compared (e.g. BMC30us vs BMC30s). In case
the BMC30us is not available for an endpoint that allows the generation of a BMC10us, the
BMC10us is used instead. If the classification of this comparison is “unspecific hit”, the
compound will be flagged as “check manually“ as the BMC10us is lower than the BMC30us leading
to a higher probability of a false classification. To avoid such false classification expert
judgement is needed.
Compounds are also be flagged as “check manually”, if the classification based the viability is
different from the classification based on the cytotoxicity and if the confidence interval is very
wide (BMCU/BMCL > 25), which means a high uncertainty for the BMC estimation. In both
cases expert judgement is needed to decide on the classification.
The expert judgement is an individual decision process, that accounts for effect size, curve
progression, statistical significance and overall standard deviation. If the concentration
response curves do not give enough information for decision by expert judgement, additional
testing or testing in a different concentration range should be performed.
For compounds that reduce the cell number or radial glia migration the viability is not used as
unspecific endpoint. The reason is that an effect in both endpoints indirectly affects cell viability.
In this case only the cytotoxicity is used for the classification.
PM upregulation

In contrast to the PM for downregulation, the PM for upregulation is based on a hit definition
without the comparison of confidence intervals (CI) between the specific and unspecific
endpoint. The reason is that specific and unspecific endpoint do not have the same relationship
during an induction compared to a reduction in the endpoint. A loss in general cell health will
likely result in an effect in e.g cell migration or differentiation, while an induction in cell health
(measured as mitochondrial activity) does not necessarily increase these endpoints.
The following three hit classifications apply:
“no hit”

The compound is not defined as hit.

“specific hit”:

The compound is defined as hit and the effect is no artifact due to
loss in cell health.

“unspecific hit”

The compound is defined as hit in only the unspecific endpoints.

The compound is classified as hit, if the concentrations response curve generates a BMC and
if the CI is within the test range. In case the CI spans above the test range, the compound is
only classified as hit, if the highest test concentration is significantly different form the lowest
test concentration. The adjusted significance (p<0.05) is thereby determined using a Tukey
HSD test.
The decision process for the prediction model is described in the flow chart in figure 7.

Figure 7: Decision tree for the PM for upregulation applied for test method NPC2-5. Overview of the decisions
leading to the classification of a compound in one of three categories: “no hit”, “specific hit”, and “unspecific hit”.

In case a compound is classified as hit together with a reduction in an unspecific endpoint, it
needs to be clarified if the induction is a specific effect or an artifact due to a loss in cell viability
or an increase in cytotoxicity. Therefore, expert judgement is applied which accounts for effect
size, curve progression, statistical significance, overall standard deviation but also
morphological changes of the spheres. Expert judgement is additionally applied if the
confidence interval is very wide (BMCU/BMCL > 25) which means a high uncertainty for the
BMC estimation.

8.3. Prediction model setup
The prediction model is set up as a statistical model which uses the 95 % confidence intervals
(assessed based on the prediction bands around the concentration response curve) to
determine the uncertainty of a hit definition. In the case of high uncertainty in the confidence
interval, (e.g. because the CI spans above the tested concentration range) the model
additionally considers the statistical significance between the highest and the lowest test

concentration. Next to the hit definition the uncertainty given by the 95 % CI is also considered
in the specificity analyses (see 8.2 for a more detailed description).
The model has been tested on a set of 17 DNT negative- and 9 human DNT positive
compounds (see 5.6 and 5.7). All negative compounds were correctly classified as “no hit”
while 6 positive compounds were correctly classified as “specific hit”. Here it is important to
mention, that it is not expected that the NPC2-5 assay identifies all DNT positive compounds
as not all of those compounds act via the mode-of-action (MoA) represented by the NPC2-5
assay. For most compounds the exact MoA for their neurodevelopmental adversity is not
precisely known, yet other mechanisms like synaptogenesis and neuronal network formation
are amongst the known DNT MoAs.

8.4. Test Performance
Table 1 summarizes the assay performance in terms of reproducibility of the assay.
Intra-experimental variation (SC) is the mean CV±SD of the CV of all replicates of the solvent
control from each experiment across n>400 experiments.
Inter-experimental variation (raw) is the variability across all independent experiments
(n>400) before normalization.
Inter-experimental variation (low conc.) is the variability across all independent experiments
(n>400) after normalization based on the response of the lowest test concentration. It is
assumed that the lowest test concentration does not affect any of the endpoints measured.
Inter-experimental variation (positive controls) is the variability of the respective positive
controls across all independent experiments (n>40) after normalization.
Positive controls:
radial glia migration 72h (NPC2a)
neuronal differentiation (NPC3)
oligodendrocyte differentiation (NPC5)

→ PP2
→ EGF
→ BMP7

Table 1: Assay variability quantified as coefficient of variance (CV)

Endpoint

radial glia mig. 72h (NPC2a)
radial glia mig. 120h (NPC2a)
neuronal mig. (NPC2b)
oligodendrocyte mig. (NPC2c)
cell number (NPC2c)
neuronal diff. (NPC3)
neurite length (NPC4)
neurite area (NPC4)
oligodendrocyte diff. (NPC5)

Intraexperimental
variation (SC)
5.1 ±1.9%
5.6 ±2.3%
10.7 ±4.3%
9.4 ±4.9%
12.4 ±4.8%
23.0 ±8.9%

35.1 ±15.9%

interexperimental
variation
(raw)

Interexperimental
variation
(low con.)

11.3 %
9.6 %
19.8 %
13.1 %
23.3 %
48.4 %
25.9 %
28.6 %
54.3 %

5.2 %
6.1 %
11.5 %
10.9 %
14.4 %
30.5 %
23.31
23.1 %
34.2 %

Interexperimental
variation
(positive
controls)
15.5 %

15.8 %

22.2 %

cytotoxicity [72h]
cytotoxicity [120h]
viability [120h]

1.4 ±1.8%
1.5 ±1.8%
8.4 ±3.3%

24.4 %
37.6 %
15.7 %

8.6 %
6.6 %
9.2 %

Sensitivity and specificity of the NPC1 assay are determined based on a set of 9 predicted
human DNT positive compounds and 17 predicted human DNT negative compounds
(Masjosthusmann et al., 2020).
Based on this compound set the following performance parameters are obtained for the NPC25 assay.
Specificity: 100 %
Sensitivity: 66.7%
Here it is important to mention, that it is not expected that the NPC2-5 assay identifies all DNT
positive compounds as not all of those compounds act via the mode-of-action (MoA)
represented by the NPC2-5 assay. For most compounds the exact MoA for their
neurodevelopmental adversity is not precisely known, yet other mechanisms like
synaptogenesis and neuronal network formation are amongst the known DNT MoAs. It is
therefore recommended that this assay is run as one part of an in vitro DNT battery.

8.5. In vitro – in vivo extrapolation (IVIVE)
Parameters for in vitro – in vivo extrapolation are not yet determined.

8.6. Applicability of test method
Toxicological applicability domain
The following compound classes have been tested successfully:
-

Industrial chemicals
cosmetics ingredients
pharmaceuticals

Compounds need to be soluble in a solvent at a solubility where the solvent does not produce
effects by itself in the test systems (5.7 for established solvents).
Compounds that are volatile or have a high lipophilicity have not been tested and might need
more sophisticated exposure methods such as ‘passive dosing’.

Biological applicability domain
The neural progenitor cell migration and differentiation assay (NPC2-5) is based on primary
hNPCs obtained from the human fetal cortex. As mentioned in 8.1 “Scientific principle”, the
method depicts migration of radial glia, neurons and oligodendrocytes, neurite outgrowth and
differentiation into neurons and oligodendrocytes from fetal hNPCs.
Next to the endpoints represented by this test method there are several other necessary
neurodevelopmental endpoints which need to be studied using other test methods.

Neurodevelopmental processes not represented by this test method:
•
Neural Crest Cell (NCC) Migration
•
NPC apoptosis
•
Neuronal morphology
•
Synaptogenesis
•
Neuronal network formation
•
Neural Rosette Formation
•
hiPSC-derived NPC proliferation
•
hiPSC-NPC neuronal differentiation
•
Neuronal subtype differentiation
•
Astrocyte Differentiation and Maturation
•
Astrocyte Reactivity
•
Microglia reactivity
•
Myelination
For a complete assessment of developmental neurotoxicity, the test method needs to be part
of test battery.

The information on signaling pathways modulating the neurodevelopmental endpoints of the
test method is summarized in

. This describes the so far tested biological applicability domain of the assay.

Table 2: Signaling pathways studied in the test method.

8.7. Incorporation in test battery
To assess the hazard for developmental neurotoxicity it is recommended that this assay is
used as one assay in a battery of assay (see 8.6 “Applicability of test methods”)

For the assessment of chemical action on the endpoints represented by this test method, the
test method can be used as stand-alone test method.
The test method is currently used in the setup of a DNT test battery.

9.

Publication/validation status

9.1. Availability of key publications
Key Publications concerning the test method are:
Koch et al. 2022
Klose et al., 2021
Masjosthusmann et al., 2020
Nimtz et al., 2019
Masjosthusmann et al., 2019
Masjosthusmann et al., 2018
Dach et al., 2017
Schmuck et al., 2017
Baumann et al., 2016
Jenny Baumann et al., 2016
Baumann et al., 2014
Fritsche et al., 2011
Moors et al., 2009

9.2. (Potential) linkage to AOPs
NPC2 is linked to the AOP “Disrupted laminin-beta1-integrin interaction leading to
developmental neurotoxicity”. The AOP is part of the OECD Project with the ID1.83 and the
Coaching number C3-#8.
NPC5 is linked to an AOP on the binding to voltage gated sodium channels, which leads to
impaired behavioral function (Hernández-Jerez et al., 2021).

9.3. Steps towards mechanistic validation
See:
3.3 Characterization and definition of source cells
4.6 Omics characterization of the test system
4.7 Features of the test system that reflect the in vivo tissue
8.6 Applicability of test method

9.4. Pre-validation or validation

To date, 123 unique compounds (as defined by unique DTXSIDs) have been tested
successfully in this assay.
No formal OECD 34 validation study has been done (eg., ring trials with a standard set of
known positive and negative controls).

9.5. Linkage to (e.g. OECD) guidelines/regulatory use
Test is not linked to regulatory guidelines.

10. Test method transferability
10.1. Operator training
For operators with a basic training in cell culture practices a four-week training period for
handling of the test system and training in the assay is recommended. The operators should
have basic understating in image analysis and data evaluation with respect to concentration
response fitting.

10.2. Transfer
The test method has been used by multiple operators over a period of 18 month. However,
inter operator variability was not been determined.
The test method is currently part of project that involves the lab to lab transfer and testing of a
set of 35 chemicals.

11. Safety, ethics and specific requirements
11.1. Specific hazards; issues of waste disposal
No specific requirements.

11.2. Safety data sheet (SDS)
Reference to MSDS is given in the SOP in DB-ALM format (Appendix J in Masjosthusmann et
al. 2020) or upon request (ellen.fritsche@iuf-duesseldorf.de).

11.3. Specific facilities/licenses
No specific facilities are required.
No specific ethical approval is required.

11.4. Commercial aspects/intellectual property of material/procedures

There are no commercial aspects or intellectual properties to be considered.
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